Refund and Reparation

GO: Amnesty Actions
In this Guardian Order written by Mary Sue Hubbard, Ron did an eval which found that loan rings and dishonest
invoicing by staff members resulted in huge refunds and huge bounced checks. Compare with Hubbard's more public
assertion that all refunds are caused by misunderstoods, crimes and no service.
5 August 1974
GUARDIAN ORDER
GO 1255 MSH
GO Staff
In a recent evaluation done by Ron, the following points were made in relationship to the sudden collapse of Orgs during
the week of March 14, 74 to March 21, 74:
1. The Corrected GI shows a high Normal from mid-73 to 14 Mar 74, whereas False GI shows an "Affluence" or even
"Power".
2. The GO uncovered "loan rings" and dishonest invoicing had been operating in the fringes of Scn orgs as per GFO 185
and GFO 190 and though this is now all handled it existed mainly unknown to the Flag Bureaux throughout the "high stat"
periods. This resulted in huge refunds and huge bounced checks as well.
3. The heavy push on GI (being done from Flag to Folo's to Orgs) violated 153RB and, through stress on Regs, opened
the door to dishonest Regging and false GI stats which then brought about the assignment of a wrong condition -- and
when a wrong condition is assigned an activity drops one to two conditions below the actual one. In this case it brought
the CGI stat to Danger trend which has ever since continued. (A Power condition was wrongly assigned on the Mar 14th
stat which turned out to have been a false stat as instead of being £383,600, it was actually £200,334 for the Int. GI.)
4. The dishonest loan and regging actions by EDs, C/Os and org execs took them off post, falsified stats and blew up
their orgs.
[...]
We want the orgs cleaned up. This action will do it. So be prepared to handle this when the amnesties are issued as per
LRH ED 19US, 19UK, 4AF, 7ANZO of August 2, 1974.
&mdash; Mary Sue Hubbard
Controller
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